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1. Final Publishable Report
1.1. Executive Summary
This document is the Final Report of the SAVASA (Standards Based Approach to Video Archive Search
and Analysis). SAVASA is supported by the SME-Security Research Call as part of the European
Commission’s 7th Framework Programme and has 10 different partners, experts in the implementation,
deployment and manipulation of multiple video surveillance systems.
At its core, the project uses existing reference technologies from the ICT field that have overcome the
barrier of CCTV system interoperability/compatibility, i.e. between container and compression formats.
The project implements a prototype platform capable of demonstrating unified archive search and
retrieval based on a Cloud infrastructure and provides a set of tailored video analytics and semantic
tools, ready to be implemented within the current legal and ethical framework.
This document provides along its different chapters, the information about the project context and
objectives, main scientific and technological results, the potential impact, main dissemination activities
and exploitation of results and the use of the of dissemination and foreground of the results created.
Thus, the overall strategy for the dissemination of the project results and exploitation of the final
prototype followed during the implementation of the project is reflected in the document. A list with the
whole publications and dissemination activities is also included.

1.2. List of Beneficiaries
Angel Iglesias S.A. – IKUSI
Based in San Sebastian, IKUSI is a leader in the design,
implementation and management of electronic systems with a
large presence in the Spanish and international markets. IKUSI
has 11 offices throughout Spain and several international work
centres located in Europe, America and Asia.
Contact: Aitor Rodriguez (aitor.rodriguez@ikusi.com)
Fundación Centro de Tecnologías de Interacción Visual y
Comunicaciones Vicomtech
Vicomtech-IK4 is an applied research centre specialising in
Computer Graphics, Visual Computing and Multimedia
technologies, founded in 2001 and based at San Sebastián
Technology Park.
Contact: Leyre Barinaga (lbarinaga@vicometch.org)
Studio Professionale Associato a Baker & McKenzie
Baker & McKenzie is a very well-known and established
international law firm (over 3,000 qualified, internationally
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experienced lawyers in 39 countries) with knowledge and
resources to deliver high quality legal services responding
effectively to international and local needs.
Contact: Francesca Gaudino
(francesca.gaudino@bakermckenzie.com)
Hi-Iberia
Based in Madrid, HI-IBERIA Ingenieria y Proyectos SL is a
Software Development SME founded in 1999 and integrated into
HI-IBERIA group (HI-Iberia Ingeniería y Proyectos SL, Seaplace
SL and Howards Ingeniería SL).
Contact: Raúl Santos (rsantos@hi-iberia.es)
Dublin City University
CLARITY Centre for Sensor Web Technologies at Dublin City
University (DCU) is an Irish national research centre that focuses
on the intersection between two important areas, Adaptive
Sensing and Information Discovery.
Contact: Suzanne Little (suzanne.little@dcu.ie)
University of Ulster
The University of Ulster is an innovative research and learning
institution. The Computer Science Research Institute has a wide
range of expertise, from information and communication
engineering, intelligent systems, artificial intelligence and
applications, and smart environments.
Contact: Bryan Scotney (bw.scotney@ulster.ac.uk)
INECO
Based in Madrid, Ingeniería y Economía del Transporte, S.A is a
consultancy and engineering firm highly specialised in the
transport industry, since its creation in 1968.
Contact:
Rodríguez
(alberto.rodriguez@ineco.com)

Rodríguez,

Alberto

NCSRD The National Centre for Scientific Research (NCSR)
DEMOKRITOS
The National Centre for Scientific Research (NCSR)
DEMOKRITOS is the biggest research centre in applied sciences
and engineering in Greece. The Institute of Informatics and
Telecommunications (IIT) is actively involved in many areas of
information technology and telecommunications.
Contact: Anastasios Kourtis (kourtis@iit.demokritos.gr)
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Sintel Italia
Based in Rome, Sintel Italia is a SME of 70 people specialized in
Security Systems and Video Surveillance (including capture,
analysis and archive). Sintel Italia has dealt since 1982 with
Security systems mainly dedicated to Law Enforcement focusing
its specialization on video management.
Contact: Giorgio Montefiore (g.montefiore@sintelitalia.com)
RENFE Operadora
Renfe Operadora is the state-owned company which provides
railway services in Spain, on a different basis: freight services (in
a liberalized market) and passenger services (in a nonliberalized market).
Contact: Francisco Lázaro Anguis (flazaro@renfe.es)
DGT – Dirección General de Tráfico, Jefatura Central de
Tráfico
DGT is an autonomous body of the Government of Spain under
the Ministry of the Interior. Its function is the development of
actions that promote road safety, the education of motorists, the
safety and flow of vehicles, and providing citizens with all
administrative services related to them.
Contact: Albano Arnés (aarnes@dgt.es)

1.3. Project context and objectives
The various technologies in video surveillance used by infrastructure operators (airports, railway,
underground, etc.) have led to the installation and operation of diversified and non-interoperable video
archiving systems. Thus, the exploitation of video surveillance information by law enforcement agencies
in a legal framework is both technically and operationally impeded. This problem is exacerbated by the
fact that diverse, oftentimes proprietary, technologies are used for the compression, indexing, storage
and access of video surveillance information.
In order to overcome the current problematic, the SAVASA project proposes the creation of a video
archive search platform that allows authorised users performing semantic queries over various remote
and non-interoperable video archives. Access to the application is performed remotely (Cloud
infrastructure) and platforms capabilities are offered as software services.
To achieve this ambitious goal, the project faces the following main objectives:


A solution totally focused in end users’ needs. System’s requirements and architecture must be
defined together with end users partners and advisors.
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A search engine that supports multi-modal video search across multiple archives addressing the
problem of searching for relevant videos. Search functionalities based on the presence of
objects, people, semantic concepts and scenarios, while time, location and other forms of
contextual metadata about the captured video will also be used to support search.



Interconnection between the Video Surveillance Networks (VSN) over existing network
infrastructures, introducing a Video Surveillance as a Service (VSaaS) cloud service, which is
specifically tailored to Video Surveillance requirements providing interoperability, centrally
controlled secure remote access, unified indexing system and data storage. The VSaaS also
controls the trusting and authorization processes, thus ensuring the security of each
information/video transaction.



Digital Watermarking techniques applied to guarantee the authenticity of the generated footage.
The generated footage includes standard metadata that reflect for instance, time stamps,
location of cameras, operator IDs, etc.



Design and development of techniques for the detection of persons and objects in videos. The
annotation results will be used to index and search videos.



Implementation of video ontologies as a way of representing video, including: low-level video
features, high-level concepts (e.g., objects/persons, actions, scenarios), inter-feature relations,
inter-concept relations, and feature-concept relations.



Reverse engineering of a select set of proprietary compression, encoding and container formats
that will be integrated within current Open Source video libraries drawn from the field of
multimedia.



Privacy by Design (PbD) through integration of the legal, ethical and privacy controls or
procedures defined by the Ethical Advisory Board that advises the project.



Evaluation of system performance against principal international benchmarks in video search.
Event detection tasks of SAVASA must be benchmarked against TRECVid (workshop organized
by the American NIST).

To ensure that the research and development tasks meet the needs of end users, a constant integration
and testing plan has been followed by the Consortium. This approach allows the platform to be

developed in an iterative process. The Final Prototype Platform is the version that is
functionally complete and contains all modules/components tested in previous iterations. This
system will be the base for the future commercial exploitation of SAVASA.

1.4. Main S&T results
The following paragraphs summarize the main achievements of the SAVASA project in terms of
Scientific and Technical developments.
In the first place this section summarizes the core S&T results, according to the RTD objectives defined
at the beginning of the project. Subsequent paragraphs structure the content of the section following
the organization of the project into work packages and technical tasks. This way the technical work can
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be analyzed individually for each task and within the framework of its corresponding work package and
the whole project development.
Pointers to the related deliverables are provided where necessary so that the reader can refer to them
in order to find more details. Also, the most noteworthy scientific results are highlighted.
Core S&T results


Focus on interoperability
o





Multiple Archive integration
o

A web services-based application that provides remote video search capabilities built upon
the integration layer and that supports multi-modal video search over multiple archives in a
distributed manner. This application is based on best-of-class technology that has been
developed with open standards in mind.

o

Provision of a verifiable chain of information from camera to operator, which dramatically
reduces the operational costs of traditional custody chains to retrieve video footage as legal
evidences.

Open standards
o





The integration layers of SAVASA allow the interconnection with remote, non-interoperable
archive systems. It has been developed with open standards in mind, to avoid creating yet
another non-interoperable system, but a framework easily accessible and extensible.

User focused applied research
o

The SAVASA platform has been finally created as a framework that permits its usage in a
variety of ways, according to the different roles of operators and law enforcement agencies in
their respective jurisprudences.

o

The usage of ontology-based description of the content of the videos allows easy and
natural extension of the search terms to handle new scenarios for specific end users.

Ethical and privacy protection
o



A unified archive integration layer has been created that is capable of making multiple
remote or local video archiving systems available to end-users as a logically unified archive
implementing SAVASA as a VSaaS (Video Surveillance as a Service).

A coherent set of rules and recommendation of the Ethical Advisory Board that
guarantees that neither legal nor ethical norms are compromised at a European level.

Video analytics
o

A set of enhanced video analytics modules that convert the large volumes of data of CCTV
archives into descriptors that contain geo-spatial and time information as well as semantic
annotations representing the activities of the scene. Also, integration of video semantic
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analysis and annotation towards permitting operators to perform searches across multiple
archives based on a generalised hypothesis rather than concrete syntactic concepts.


Contribution to standards
o

The analysis of the existing standards related to the technologies involved in the project has
shown the lack of standardization of procedures for encrypting video footage in CCTV
system, and actions have been carried out to propose contributions to create such an
standard or participate in existing standardization activities in that direction.

WP2 – Architecture and User Requirements Modelling
Task 2.3: System Architecture Design and Development Methodology (M3-M12)
The objective of this task was to obtain a global system design that provides enough flexibility to be
adapted in the case of a change in user requirements during the project lifecycle.
The first architecture design of the SAVASA platform and its components was created in month 6 (D2.13
System Design and specification) giving rise to the specifications for prototype and achieving the
milestone 2.1. The second and more specific version was created in month 12 (D2.14 System design
specification) and it represented, with the end users’ specifications, the achievement of milestone 2.2
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Block diagram of the SAVASA modular architecture and data flows.

The SAVASA system was split into two parts directly related to the Offline and Online data flows. On one
hand the Offline subsystem contains the modules that are involved in the generation of information
from the video archives (e.g. the video analytics and semantic annotation) that is used as the basis of
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semantic video search, while the Online subsystem corresponds to the modules that make possible for a
user to perform a semantic video search in real time.
This division is purely functional, and several modules were implemented into single SW and HW
components. Indeed, due to the cloud-based orientation of the project, most of the functionalities were
being deployed in the cloud which means that there are layers among the application and functional
modules of the platform and the physical SW and HW components that run the system.
After having presented the architecture as a conceptual and modular view of the system, a first
subdivision of the platform into modules (with identified functionalities, input/output, etc.) followed
with clearly defined data flows. No specific details about implementation were given, although some
preliminary options were noted for those modules whose implementation is less uncertain (details
about HW and SW components are explained in deliverable D2.16 Software and Hardware
requirements specification).
WP3 – Video Archive Integration, Control and Search Platform
Task 3.1: Integration and extension of open source and third party technologies (M3-M12)
NCSRD initially performed a literature survey of video (objective and subjective) quality evaluation, and
integrated the ffmpeg transcoding tool into the cloud environment. NCSRD collected results about
storage requirements, transcoding time and video quality of output videos. More specifically, NCSRD
created a VM with typical capabilities and the effect of three parameters, i.e., frame per second, bit rate,
and screen resolution, was investigated. MPEG-4 AVC/ H.264 was chosen as the encoder to be used in the
SAVASA platform.

Figure 2: Video transcoding monitoring application working on the SAVASA cloud.

Vicomtech has actively contributed to this task, being one of the leading partners in the definition of the
so called SAVASA Local Processing Node. Vicomtech checked how the video quality affects further video
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analysis tasks through running several tests performing person tracking on videos obtained for a range
of encoder parameters. It has been showed, that personal tracking is not severely dependant on the
quality settings of the encoder.
IKUSI has made a study about the more common CCTV systems and proprietary video formats used by
end users. Mainly, different forms of input and output video formats are studied and their suitability for
the implementation in the SAVASA project. This is being done in terms of international acceptance,
considering internationally adopted standards, wide spread use by manufacturers, implementation
support, and video quality provided by various video codecs.
The work in Task 3.1 was reported in deliverable D3.11 Integration and extension of open source third
party technologies video processing and codec technologies.
Task 3.2: Global control platform development (M3-M27)
In this task, NCSRD studied the available APIs of the governor application of the cloud (built-in into
OpenStack software) and has provided monitoring information to the SAVASA global controller.
In parallel, IKUSI has worked in the design and implementation of the SAVASA’s Global Control
Platform. This platform is responsible of controlling the overall SAVASA solution and provides to users
the necessary management interfaces. IKUSI has developed the user interface that will be used by
SAVASA users (consumers, producers and the system administrator). The work focused on defining the
fundamental functionalities offered by the Control Platform to the users in different scenarios and
situations. The interface has been tested locally for the moment. The process of creating, sending and
receiving requests (judicial reports) has been defined and implemented. Moreover, work has been done
in the implementation of the Ontology tree and related events search functionality in the SMA according
to the web services of HI-IBERIA.
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Figure 3: Query Manager view of the SAVASA search interface.

Deliverable D3.21 Global control platform development, which reports the work in task 3.2, was closed
in month 15 without any delay.
Task 3.3: Implementation of integration layers (M6-M17)
After the definition of SAVASA video formats, pool of reference videos, and software/hardware
solutions adopted in task 3.1 and task 3.3 obtained further experimental results.
NCSRD implemented the final transcoding solution and collected the relevant evaluation results for
importing any type of video footage to the common SAVASA platform. More specifically, the video
transcoding module -converting the producer specific video data into a common video format - is
extended with a new web interface and with reporting/monitoring capabilities supported by the Global
Controller. In this task, emphasis is being given on the quality of transcoded videos.
During M16-M17, this task studied more thoroughly the commercial video recording and storage
platforms and integration issues with the SAVASA platform. The software functionalities of several
commercial surveillance products have been investigated and a list of video exporting options has been
produced, exploiting the relevant SDKs. In this direction, Genetec's SDK has been obtained to allow full
access to the CCTV system that has been deployed at IKUSI facilities.
The outcomes were included in a paper, entitled "The Impact of Video Transcoding Parameters on
Event Detection for Surveillance Systems", presented at IEEE International Symposium on Multimedia
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(ISM) in California, USA. Commonly used algorithms for motion and person detection are briefly
described therein, with emphasis in investigating the optimum transcoding configuration parameters.
The analysis of the experimental results reveals that the existing video quality metrics are not suitable
for automated systems, and that the detection of persons is affected by the reduction of bit rate and
resolution, while motion detection is more sensitive to frame rate
The work carried out has been reported in deliverable D3.31 Implementation of layers for the
integration of proprietary hardware and software elements.
(RP1) Task 3.4: Device, Network and Search Security, Access control and Authentication (M6-M24)
The work of the task focused on building the cloud network infrastructure and in establishing the
secure remote access and the authentication within the system architecture of SAVASA. The
infrastructure required for integrating into the SAVASA cloud, the Local Nodes at Producers' premises
and the network configuration for allowing secure remote access to Consumers, was implemented in
Task 3.4.
NCSRD established secure Local Area Network (LAN) connections between the Cloud and the Local
Nodes/Consumers using Virtual Private Network (VPN) technology. NCSRD also developed a clientbased and a gateway-based VPN solution. Moreover, NCSRD configured the IPSec Site-to-site VPN for
the support of the SAVASA VPN infrastructure. The configuration developed supports dynamic
addressing (needed if behind VPN), NAT traversal and roaming access support. In addition, NCSRD
performed preliminary in-lab validation under various traffic loads with properly generated traffic.
To further enhance the security of Layer-2 VPN and encrypted IP data packets (Layer-3 VPN), Task 3.4
studied how tokens issued by Keystone and can be used by clients (Consumers) to sign their API calls.
The OpenStack API endpoints are responsible to validate these requests. This task justified the need for
tokens and the way that are used by OpenStack API endpoints for SAVASA cloud user verification. 23
One solution could have been to supply each single API request with a username and password. This is a
straightforward solution, but an insecure one, since username and password have to be stored to
environment variables. The usage of tokens addresses this shortcoming. The advantages of tokens are
that are temporary and short lived. In other words, it is safer to cache them on clients than
username/password pairs.
Deliverable D3.41 Network and Search Security, Access control and Authentication – version 1 reports
the work carried out.
Task 3.5: Cloud computing architecture for VSaaS (M5-M26)
NCSRD has developed a fully functional cloud infrastructure (i.e., cloud controller, cloud nodes, storage)
that can address the needs of the SAVASA project. For this reason, the Cloud Architecture has been
upgraded to the most recent code name "Essex" for additional stability and better networking support.
Afterwards, NCSRD created pre-configured "flavours" that fit SAVASA VSaaS needs, used for VM
creation. At last, NCSRD created VM images to be used as instances at various producer sites and in the
Cloud core.
OpenStack has been implemented. We have offered selected performance measurements for
investigating the performance and the stability of the SAVASA Cloud platform. This task presented the
methodology that the SAVASA platform has benchmarked. As it is clearly shown by the performance
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metrics, the number of virtual CPUs and the memory size of Virtual Machines are tunable parameters,
which have significant impact to the overall performance. Moreover, in some cases like the sequential
create, read, delete of data files there is no significant impact of upgrading VMs into larger flavors. The
hardware resources that will remain can be spent to other functionalities with real impact.
Finally, during stress tests, the SAVASA platform has been operated into its limit. Knowing this limit is
very useful for the end-users since the capacity of the platform can be reached. Last but not least,
knowing beforehand the maximum performance of the SAVASA platform through benchmarking, the
proper operation can be regularly monitored or the malfunctioning can be more easily located.
The work carried out is reported in deliverable D3.51 Cloud computing architecture for VSaaS – version
1.
Task 3.6: Secure Multiple Archive search (M10-M27)
Two use cases have been identified: a) metadata-based search, and b) semantic annotation search. The
initial integration of semantic annotations into a searchable database for the TRECVid 2012
surveillance event detection is currently being assessed for test deployment into the cloud. The work
carried out has been reported in deliverable D3.61 Secure Multiple Archive Search – version 1,
submitted in month 15. Furthermore, DCU co-ordinated a proposal for a demonstration at the ACM
International Conference on Multimedia Retrieval 2013 to show the integrated interface used for
TRECVid2012 (see Task 4.7 of WP4 & D7.21). The proposal was accepted.
The multiple archive search component of the SAVASA framework has been prototyped, exposed as
web services, deployed within the cloud framework, connected to the Global Control Platform interface
and applied within the TRECVid evaluation framework by users from the SAVASA project partners. Core
use cases for the SAVASA framework have been demonstrated and valuable feedback on the system
performance has been gathered. The framework architecture – including the cloud-based deployment,
standards-based data exchange and web service communication – helps to provide a search system that
is adaptable and extensible. These characteristics are important to fulfil the varying user requirements
identified by the project.

Figure 4: Search engine and metadata datastore modules in the SAVASA framework.

Task 3.7: Video watermarking (M10-M27)
This task tackled the design and development of algorithms for digital signature of videos, including
watermarks that can turn videos into legal evidences for post-investigations carried out by Law
Enforcement Agencies. The work carried out has been reported in deliverable D3.71 Digital Signature
Watermarking Algorithms – version 1 submitted in month 15.
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During the reporting period 2, Task 3.7 presented two options for the watermark storage and
distribution. The signatures are either stored separately from the image data, in an external file; or they
are included in the video stream along with the encoded video frame. In both cases, the existence of the
watermark signature is not hidden. From these two options, SAVASA project preferred the first
approach, i.e. saving signatures in an external file, since this approach is universal and not specific to
any video codec. Moreover, separate storage of the signatures allows for remote management of the
security or authenticity information, which could be provided upon request.
WP4 – Video Archive Search, Analytics and Semantic Annotation
Task 4.1 Person Identification and Analysis (M12-M27)
VICOMTECH started the development of this task in advance (despite the expected start date: M12) due
to its participation in the TRECVid joint activity, in which person detectors and trackers were used as
part of the modules to be integrated. Within this activity, VICOMTECH developed a particle filter
method based on the Rao-Blackwellization technique and Data Association concepts, to allow the
multiple detection and tracking of objects in video sequences. The use of GPU implementations allowed
improved processing speeds.

Figure 5: Person detection results in some of the considered scenarios, using perspective detection, motion
tracking, face detection and appearance-based detectors.

VICOMTECH worked on several algorithms for the detection and tracking of persons in video sequences
especially focused on an operative tool, e.g. development of an annotation tool for database generation,
implementation of CPU-GPU detectors-by-classification, training of classifiers, and calibrated detectors
for enhanced performance. The status of the work is reported in deliverable D4.11 Person and object
identification, tracking and localisations components – version 1, submitted in month 15, and in D4.12
Person and object identification, tracking and localisations components – version 2.
As a result of the scientific work carried out in this task, a paper regarding the effective exploitation of
the perspective information of the scene was published in the MMM 2014 conference.
Task 4.2 Object Identification and Tracking (M4-M27)
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DCU developed and implemented algorithms for video pre-processing, object identification and tracking
with the contributions from VICOMTECH. This involved work on background subtraction, assessment of
suitable feature descriptors, generalisation methods and classifier configurations. Motion trajectory
based approaches were implemented using a selection of HOG/HOF/MBH descriptors, a bag-of-words
based clustering approach and a RBF kernel SVM classifier. These algorithms were applied and
evaluated in the first instance on the TRECVid dataset, using labelled surveillance video from an airport
setting. Evaluation and improvements have continued using standard computer vision and human
activity recognition datasets.
VICOMTECH defined the concept of object detection and tracking as the procedure that allows detection
of any kind of object. The work has focused on providing generic tools to annotate and train classifiers
that can lead to the detection of objects of interest.
DCU with the help of ULSTER and VICOMTECH co-ordinated and prepared the a submission of the
publication “An information retrieval approach to identifying infrequent events in surveillance video”,
to the ACM International Conference on Multimedia Retrieval 2013, based on further analysis of work
from TRECVid 2012. The submission was accepted for publication.
Task 4.3 Geo-Localization of Artefacts (M12-M27)
This task started in month 12, in spite of some previous experiences of VICOMTECH in the area of GIS.
Standards for the definition of exchangeable metadata file formats were studied, such as ISO 22311.
The geo-localisation results are reported in deliverable D4.11. Most significantly, the geo-localisation
work has led to the definition of the camera coverage area and the implementation of a GUI tool to
determine such area for any video. The tool generates geo-localisation information from the field of
view of the camera that can be later included into the metadata of the videos.
Task 4.4 Privacy Masking (M12-M24)
A study on cryptographic standards used for video encryption was pursued. Only proprietary formats,
used for distribution of videos on DVD, Blue-Ray or Pay Per View broadcasting systems were identified.
Therefore, a general solution for storing videos in encrypted video file format was developed. In our
solution, only a simplified model was used, considering a distribution of encrypted videos to single
client. The main focus was thus in valid encryption of the video stream, subject to an initialization via a
single pair of asymmetric encryption keys. During the development of the encryption module,
indications on good practice in video encryption from the proprietary formats were considered.
Therefore, the encryption of each privacy video stream is executed in two stages. Primarily, the video
stream is encrypted with a symmetric AES cipher in CBC block mode. The necessary initialization
parameters and the secret key are then encrypted by the public key of the destination user. An
asymmetric RSA encryption method is applied. In this format the secret information is secure to be
distributed over open channels.
In the proposed solution, the encrypted video streams are embedded into one video container file, for
easier distribution. Finally, in order to be able to reconstruct the original video recording from the
encrypted and the obfuscated streams, a dedicated player was developed.
During our research, no open standard was identified for storage of encrypted video files. We therefore
opted for demonstrating a possible secure video encryption based on publicly available libraries and
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open cryptographic standards. In our proposed solution, the encrypted video streams are distributed
along with the main video stream (with obfuscated regions), embedded in one video container file.
General available video players are not able to decipher the encrypted streams and thus show only the
main obfuscated stream. Our dedicated player is able to reconstruct the original video from all streams,
upon the introduction of valid distribution keys (i.e. corresponding private key of the destination user).

Figure 6: Privacy masking of certain image regions.

Task 4.5 Scenario Recognition (M7-M27)
This task investigated the available strategies for high level scenario recognition in surveillance video.
where ULSTER identified potential scenarios of interest, proposed a hierarchical reference architecture
which facilitates both atomic and high level scenario recognition, and developed an extensible
framework for atomic (primitive) scenario recognition.
ULSTER has also evaluated and extended the list of scenarios of interest to consider hierarchical events
which can incorporate outputs from single layer scenario recognition, object identification and tracking,
and person identification modules. Jointly with this activity, appropriate algorithms for extension of
atomic scenario recognition to hierarchical recognition have been identified. Moreover, ULSTER
improved atomic scenario recognition and has participated in the identification of datasets for
development and testing of SAVASA modules. For this purpose an ontology requirements specification
document has been produced that presents the basis for hierarchical recognition of events. Liaise
actions with HI-IBERIA have been undertaken in order to address scenario recognition extensions and
ontology construction.
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Figure 7: SAVASA scenario recognition framework by function.

The focus is on complex, hierarchical scenario recognition. A formal reasoning framework is introduced,
which allows representing complex scenarios in terms of atomic scenarios along with spatial and
temporal constraints, and then making uncertainty reasoning. RIMER, a software tool originally
developed at the University of Ulster for uncertainty reasoning, is extended to implement this reasoning
framework. The extended RIMER is then used for complex, hierarchical scenario recognition. The
results of these tasks are reported in deliverable D4.52 Scenario Recognition – version 2.
DCU prepared a summary of suitable academic and research datasets for surveillance video for the
project meeting held in Athens (11th and 12th of December 2012), and liaised with Ulster to discuss
the choice of datasets for on-going development, testing and demonstration of semantic annotation
components including person tracking, object detection and scenario recognition.
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The main achievement is a standalone module for hierarchical scenario recognition which utilises
outputs from person identification and object identification tasks. Both atomic level and hierarchical
level semantic annotations are generated within this module, and outputted in agreed format (JSON
notation) according to the structure defined within the SAVASA ontology. The framework has been
tested through replication of previous results, as defined within deliverable D7.24 Final Platform Test
Report. Additionally, the alignment of module outputs with the SAVASA ontology has been validated
through collaborative testing with HI-IBERIA.
Task 4.6 Video Ontology Construction (M4-M18)
The construction of an ontology system for SAVASA and the coordination of modules integration
planning and definition on integration and improvements roadmap were developed within this task, led
by HI-IBERIA. The performed activities include:


Identification of the baseline ontologies upon which to base the SAVASA ontology, which will
extend these to optimize resources and maximise interoperability:
o

A series of ontologies covering topics relevant for SAVASA (e.g., video scenario
recognition, video formats) were identified in the SoA.

o

Analysis with respect to initial requirements for the platform expressed in the project
DoW and refined by use cases in WP2.

o

The scope was refined by balancing effort: the resources for modelling MPEG-7 video
artefacts were reduced while those for modelling use case specific features (such as
scenarios useful for the end-users) were increased.



Elicitation of the first end-user requirements for the ontology (RENFE ‘events of interest’ list
was used as an input for the initial version of the ontology).



Implementation of the ontology using well known tools (Protégé) and standards (W3C’s OWL)
with preliminary coverage, reasoning and performance testing of the ontology.



Continuation of the testing phase of the implemented ontology using well known tools (Protégé)
and standards (W3C’s OWL).
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Figure 8: Integration of the ontology in the SAVASA information flow.

ULSTER proposed a hierarchical ontology-based representation scheme for surveillance scenarios
which include composite events as well as atomic events. ULSTER also explored in depth various
approaches to recognising composite events based on their descriptions in terms of ontology, including
Bayesian networks, context free grammar, and rule-based systems. It was decided that a rule-based
evidential reasoning system is appropriate for SAVASA and, subsequently, this rule-based approach has
been selected.
A SAVASA Video Ontology was produced in M18 and delivered as D4.61. After this was produced, it was
detected that ongoing work in task 4.5 and task 4.7 could benefit from extensions to the ontology so
that a new version of the ontology and the document were produced as the new D4.62 which was
introduced in the official description of work via an amendment. This document contains extra
explanations about the scenario recognition ontologies and also about the API available to input and
query semantic elements into the triplestore of the system. This was integrated into the Final SAVASA
prototype in WP7.
Task 4.7 Semantic Video Annotation (M4-M27)
This task, led by DCU, focuses on the annotation of the captured video elements using semantics such as
the defined in task 4.6 Video Ontology so that elements can be stored and searched for using a
consistent set of identifiers. Thus, the work is very much related with that of the video analysis tasks
4.1-4.3, the semantics and ontology study 4.6 and also with activities related to the search engine in
WP3.
The principal work on this task focussed on participation in the TRECVid evaluation workshop, an
international collaborative benchmarking activity co-ordinated by the US National Institute for
Standards. DCU, ULSTER and VICOMTECH prepared a joint publication to be submitted applying our
work to the challenging dataset of surveillance video from an airport. A number of algorithms for
semantic annotation were applied and a platform built to enable interactive user evaluation where
users were asked to find video segments showing particular events. As part of this process DCU,
ULSTER and VICOMTECH, together with IKUSI and HI-IBERIA, visited RENFE to conduct user-based
evaluations using the output, and submitted the results for the workshop. We were selected to give a
talk at the workshop and ULSTER and DCU participated in the discussions and poster session. Further
discussion of the outcomes is reported in D7.21.
HI-IBERIA provided a baseline ontology which shall be used for the first working versions of the video
annotation. HI-IBERIA participated in the discussions leading to an adequate design of the video
annotation, useful for video archive search. HI-IBERIA also provided guidelines and feedback regarding
the organization of integration between the Semantic Annotation module and Video Ontology, in line
with the activities of task 4.6.
DCU prepared deliverable D4.72 Semantic Annotation Components – version 2, an update of D4.71 that
described work on human action recognition, the updates of the semantic annotation storage processes
and the contribution to TRECVid2013 in the interactive surveillance event detection task.
The implementation and application of algorithms for semantic video annotation on the challenging
TRECVid dataset was completed. The semantic annotations resulting from object identification and
scenario recognition were stored as metadata and utilised within a prototype search interface that
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allowed users to search for specific events. As a result of the publication submitted to TRECVid, we were
selected to give a talk which Suzanne Little (DCU) presented at the TRECVid 2012 workshop in
Gaithersburg, US.
Updates to the video analysis module for human action recognition, prototypes for crowd behaviour
and indexing of tracked persons by colour, evaluation of object recognition methods were produced.
Module for storage of semantic annotations and metadata was updated, implemented, deployed on the
cloud, integrated with the global control platform and tested.
WP7 – Integration and testing
Task 7.1 Integration and test of Platform Components (M3-M27)
According to the integration plan, the Consortium has integrated the final SAVASA platform in a series
of prototypes, from the initial Alpha prototype, to the Beta 1 and Beta 2 prototypes, which included
partial results of the research and development tasks, and eventually the final prototype. This last
iteration integrates the final version of all the modules that are part of the SAVASA architecture and can
be considered as a complete system that provides the functionalities defined during the entire project
lifecycle. The final progress achieved for each module has been the following:


The global control’s application (SMA) incorporates a video request mechanism between
Consumers and Producers. In this application one “Local Nodes” section has been implemented
in order to manage and group all the nodes. Integration with Search Engine, Video Ontology
descriptor and Cloud system has finished.



Semantic Video Analysis and Annotation tools as it provides a coherent description of the Video
Surveillance concepts and relationships that are detected in the Videos and provides input for
Videos labelling. The search engine and metadata store were deployed for testing through the
TRECVid2013 interactive surveillance event detection task.



Integration of the video ontology incorporates a new set of complex concepts and relationships
in order to demonstrate the reasoning capabilities enables by the use of semantic search
framework (new dangerous events definition using complex concepts relationship and
integration with the Semantics Video Analysis and Global Control Platform module).



The operation of SAVASA Cloud has been tested through a number of selected validation tests.
All the tests have been executed from a running Essex OpenStack environment.



VICOMTECH contributed to the local processing node with final implementation of real-time
person detection, watermarking and privacy masking modules. The person detection accounts
for perspective correction of videos taken by static cameras. A manual calibration tool necessary
for the configuration of static cameras has also been integrated. Watermarking, for digitally
signing entire videos individual frames, and privacy masking of detected regions of interest,
were enhanced by cryptographic algorithms for enhanced security of produced videos. A
standalone video player was developed for watermark validation and reconstruction of
encrypted, privacy masked videos.

The following paragraphs summarise the prototypes built during the development of the project.
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D7.11 Alpha prototype platform, submitted in month 9, includes a definition of the Integration and
Testing of the SAVASA project. The alpha platform prototype is charged with the definition of the first of
four formal versions. The goal of this prototype was to show existing technologies and background
knowledge of the consortium in a “rough and ready” platform to be used to scope and define the
goals of end user requirements and verify platform designs. This first prototype shows several
independent modules: search engine & metadata, video ontology, semantic video analysis and local
processing node.
D7.13 Beta 2 prototype platform has been closed. The aim of this deliverable is to present the work
done in task 7.1 in order to develop Beta 2 or the third version of the SAVASA prototype. The document
summarizes the progress made since the previous iteration (Beta1) for each of the modules forming the
prototype. The deliverable was submitted in M21, complying with the deadline established in the DoW.
D7.14 Final prototype platform has been closed. The document shows the final version of the SAVASA
platform. The Final Prototype includes and integrates all final modules defined in D2.14 System design
specification-version 2, hence, the system is functionally complete and fulfils the requirements and
scope posed in WP2
Task 7.2 Platform Evaluation (M13-M30)
The final SAVASA platform has been tested and validated. The main results of conclusion obtained for
each module have been the following (extracted from D7.24):


The tests carried out demonstrated that the final SMA meets the requirements defined at the
beginning of the project. All the SAVASA services and functionalities can be accessed and
controlled from this application. In addition, the same is compatible with the interface, security
and usability constraints defined in WP2. Different use cases carried out with the platform
(involving the creation/remove/edit of users and local nodes and execution of services like
monitorization, search and management of requests) in order to evaluate the integrity of the
functionalities have been also tested. It has been demonstrated that SAVASA meets the use cases
defined at the beginning of the project. Users can interact with the platform following the
procedures established and can access all the expected services and functionalities. This
includes from the global management of all user accounts and local nodes, to the processes of
searching and obtaining images. It is important to note that some additional features have been
added to the initial services derived from the petitions and needs of the end users which have
enriched the first scenarios planned in the project.



The final version of the search engine is capable of querying video metadata and any available
semantic annotation generated by the video semantic analysis or from the inference engine
based on the ontology. The integration of this module with the metadata base has been widely
tested through participation in TRECVid2013.



The final ontologies allow defining the events agreed with the end users and that have been
already analyzed by the semantic modules. The REST APIs constitute the entry point for other
modules to interact with the ontology.



The hierarchical scenario recognition has been evaluated with ‘opposing flow’, ‘people meet’
and ‘sterile zone entry’ recognition. Belief-Rule based Inference Method using Evidential
Reasoning (RIMER) has been applied for all the cases. Then integration testing has been carried
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out, including person detection and sequence-based action recognition (reduction of the DCR
from 1.21 to 1.07 for ObjectPut and 1.22 to 1 for Pointing events), JSON output testing (all
scenario recognition module outputs are syntactically correct) and Consistency checking
(evaluation of Low-level feature extraction, Atomic level person description, Atomic level action
recognition and Hierarchical scenario recognition). Finally, individual scenario recognition
components timings have been evaluated through Matlab’s ‘tic’ and ‘toc‘ functions. In parallel,
Abnormal Crowd Behaviour and Colour-based indexing of people detections have been worked,
as new capabilities that could be integrated in the future in the SAVASA solution.


The final SAVASA cloud has been implemented based on OpenStack. The final configuration of
SAVASA OpenStack Cloud is composed of one Cloud Controller and one Compute Node for
Virtual Machines (VMs) deployment and one Storage Node Controller for storage support. The
extension of this platform is easily achievable in order to support various loads and
applications.



The local processing node tests of the final platform evaluated the transcoding, person
detection, video watermarking and privacy masking modules. Overall, the implementation
correctness, data exchange formats and correct workflow of the interconnected modules has
been tested. A limitation on the access to the proprietary NVR was detected which did not allow
us to automatically access the recorded videos. This initial step is therefore currently simulated
by manual copy of videos to specified directory. Implementation limitations on the use of the
privacy masking tool have been also detected, nevertheless, the proof of concept was
demonstrated successfully. Finally, recommendations and suggestion on the use of the
watermarking tools have been given.

DCU participated in the TRECVid2013 semantic indexing task to provide some evaluation of a standard
approach to object detection in video using frame-based feature descriptors. The large and highlyvariable dataset is expected to be challenging but enabled good evaluation of the performance and
scalability of classical analysis tools for general object detection. The outcomes of these evaluations will
be reported in the semantic analysis test report deliverable.
DCU, ULSTER and VICOMTECH have been preparing to participate in the interactive surveillance event
detection task for TRECVid2013. The aim is to utilise the integrated search engine, semantic metadata
store and global control platform modules deployed on one or more virtual machines for the user
interactive sessions.
Each of the Alpha prototype components has been tested as a black box, verifying the relationship
between inputs and outputs of each component (Unit Testing). D7.21 Alpha prototype test report was
submitted in month 12.
D7.22 Beta 1 prototype test report, submitted in M18, summarizes the tests performed on the second
iteration of the SAVASA platform (Beta1 prototype). The aim of this document is validation of the
different modules that are part of the SAVASA system scope before starting with the implementation of
the final prototype.
D7.23 Beta 2 prototype report summarizes the principal conclusions reached after finishing with the
testing and validation process of the third platform iteration (Beta 2 platform).
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Finally, D7.24 Final prototype test report presents the tests carried out with the SAVASA Final
Prototype. This version has served as the basis for final end user testing and for completing project
dissemination and exploitation tasks.

1.5. The potential impact, main dissemination activities and exploitation
of results
Impact of the final platform
At present, the search, identification and delivery of images used as evidence in court is based on
manual processes (video verification performed by humans, physical displacement of personnel to
retrieval images, hand delivery of the videos, etc.) that hamper the work of the CCTV operators
(Producers) and delay the response time of the LEAs (Consumers).
To optimize the entire process, SAVASA, offers to authorized users the possibility of using a semantic
video search platform which implements different technologies like video analytics, computer vision
and video ontologies in order to facilitate the detection and access of the required images. The solution
is based on cloud architecture such that its services can be provided remotely. Specifically, SAVASA
improves the following aspects of the current video surveillance solutions:


All the SAVASA services and functionalities can be accessed and controlled from the SMA web
application. The management of the users' accounts, local nodes or groups can be easily
performed from this application. The specific environments created for Consumers and
Producers allow their access to video search and retrieval functionalities, thus offering a VSaaS
solution (Video Surveillance as a Service) innovative in its field.



The search engine and metadata database module provides access to the collected metadata and
semantic annotations captured or generated by other modules.



Semantic Video Analysis and Annotation tools as it provides a coherent description of the Video
Surveillance concepts and relationships that are detected in the Videos and provides input for
Videos labelling.



Implementation of video ontology incorporates a new set of complex concepts and relationships
in order to demonstrate the reasoning capabilities enables by the use of semantic search
framework (new dangerous events definition using complex concepts relationship and
integration with the Semantics Video Analysis and Global Control Platform module).



RESTful web services has been implemented in the all the integrations where it had sense.
RESTful, in addition to define an architecture that supports any programming language, are very
light, and the answers contain exactly the needed information. They also offer a good caching
infrastructure via HTTP (useful to optimize the download and rendering of images, for
example).



The transferring information in the system is completely secure against disruptions by third
parties.

Therefore, SAVASA's final platform may have a significant positive impact on the current video custody
chain, in terms of efficiency and costs.
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Societal impact
Considering the results associated with the final platform analysis described in the previous section, the
operation of Consumers and Producers could be optimized, making their work performance more
effective.
On the one hand, Producers will benefit of reduction in the need for physical displacements and/or time
savings in image retrieval (SAVASA offers them mechanism to access the CCTV records remotely).
Manual recovery implies the need for personnel to physically travel to another location to perform the
image recovery, either to buildings, facilities or vehicles (for Railway scenario). Reduction in the need
for physical displacement and/or time savings in image retrieval will have a direct impact on Producers
due to savings. It should be remembered that the amount of information and data that may be collected
through their video surveillance is enormous and unstructured. It follows that management of such
amount of information needs the advances proposed by the SAVASA project in the areas of video
analytics, privacy protection and unified video archived search.
On the other hand, Consumers need less time to search the images required by the Judicial staff.
Searching remotely in different CCTV systems using semantic algorithms reduces the time needed to
find the videos that facilitate the operative work of the LEAs. Communication and cooperation between
Producers and Consumers will also increase through the official request system implemented in
SAVASA for both kinds of users.
The final beneficiaries of these improvements will be the citizens as LEAs will resolve more efficiently
and rapidly ongoing investigations. Safety feeling will increase for all the transport systems users and a
reduction of the criminal activities associated with the deployment environments is expected (thefts,
aggressions, vandalism, etc.). Many cases currently closed for lack of evidences may hereafter be solved.
In order to make sure that citizens right to privacy are respected, SAVASA has implemented some
personal data protection mechanisms agreed with the Ethical Advisory Group. These mechanisms
ensure that Producers and Consumers will always interact with the platform in a way that is compliant
with the legal requirements and ethical procedures promoted by the European Commission.
Main Dissemination activities
According to the procedures defined in WP8, an overall strategy for the dissemination of the project
results has been prepared and implemented by the partners. The whole dissemination event chain has
been covered: project presentation to relevant European entities (Europol), the participation in
workshops where intermediate results could be disseminated (TRECVid competitions), and in close to
market orientated events (SICUR) where the final platform was presented to the industry.
A high number of scientific publication have been done, 17 papers were published. SAVASA has been
presented in 4 continents (Europe, America, Asia and Oceania), in high level conferences like the
TRECVid competition, organized by the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
All these publications have been uploaded to the project website. The website has been regularly
updated with the news generated by partners. All public deliverables are available for the visitors,
together with the newsletters. Apart from the website, the necessary dissemination support material
has been created: brochures, posters, final video, etc. The acceptance of the dissemination material
delivered to the public has been very high. An important number of entities have contacted the project
consortium requesting more about the project.
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Contact and collaboration with other FP7 projects of the security field (among others ADVISE, ADDPRIV
or VIDEOSENSE) has been established. This close collaboration has enriched SAVASA with the
knowledge and feedback coming from other projects. In the case of the ADVISE project, SAVASA
participated together with them in a dissemination event (Keynote and full paper at 5th International
Conference on Imaging for Crime Detection and Prevention) organized by the Kingston University in
December 2013.
The spread of SAVASA will not end with the project. All the partners are involved in the future
exploitation of the results so they will continue pushing in this sense. In fact, one conference has been
already scheduled, SAVASA will be present within the Workshop on Video Soft Sensing that will take
place during the 2-5 December 2014, in Belfast; and will share its SAVASA will share its results with
other R&D projects like SLANDAIL or P-REACT.
Exploitation impact
Project results have a positive impact on the exploitation plans of all the partners that make up the
Consortium. Although IKUSI is the major industrial partner of the Consortium the rest of the partners
are also interested in commercializing the results generated, that should be exploited according to
guidelines defined in D8.12.
Firstly, is important to remember that the objective of SAVASA was to obtain a final pilot that will
validate the functionalities and scope defined during the project, but not obtaining a final product that
could be directly launched in the market. In order to have a fully commercial product an
industrialization and commercialization plan should be performed as is described in the SAVASA
Exploitation Plan.
This final prototype includes all the features defined at the beginning of the project in order to offer the
identified SAVASA services to the end users. The modules or components that are part of the solution
are already defined in D2.14 “System design specification-version 2”. More specific information about
this final iteration can be found in D7.14 “Final prototype platform” and D7.24 “Final prototype test
report”.
The final SAVASA system has been compared with current video security commercial solutions. After
analysing the characteristics of the competence can be concluded that none of products covers the set of
functionalities that could be offered by a final SAVASA product. Although some solutions (BOSCH, Scati,
etc.) offer the possibility of trigger alarms based on video image analysis (monitoring perimeters,
people counting, strange movement, etc.), none of them has been designed as a forensic video search
tool that could improve the specific requests coming from Law Enforcement Agencies. Unlike SAVASA,
current products cannot be extended with relevant search parameters specified by users. Also, none of
the alternatives offer the possibility of managing official requests interchange between the Consumer
and Producers during the regular video custody chain. Other strengths highlighted by the competition,
such as the modular structure of BOSCH, are completely covered by SAVASA. Moreover, unlike the
current offer, SAVASA used exclusively not proprietary video formats, which facilitates interoperability
between all stakeholders involved in the search and delivery of legal evidences.
The use of a management system based on web applications and management of information in the
cloud are also some innovations exclusively addressed by our solution. Commercial solutions studied
are preferably based on desk applications, and videos' processing and storage is exclusively done
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locally, which makes impossible to offer a system based on VSaaS or Video Surveillance as a Service,
something widely asked by potential clients.
Another important advantage of the platform is the one related with the cost reduction. Taking into
account that the main objective of SAVASA is to create a semantic video archive search platform, the
major cost reductions will be related with the optimization of current video custody chain. The manual
recovery implies the need for personnel to physically travel to another location to perform the image
recovery, either to stations, buildings, workshops, etc. This is a major expense for transport entities in
view of the large number of requests that they can manage over time.
The benefits of the system will be shown to the potential customers. One of the activities planned to
exploit and internationalize the results is the demonstration of the product in the most important
international fairs of the security sector. As usual, for some consortium partners, the presence in major
trade shows and events which bring together leading industry organizations, including potential
customers, is essential and therefore has become a core activity in their marketing plans. The
participation of SAVASA at SICUR International Security Safety & Fire Exhibition (25th-28th, February,
Madrid), is a clear example of that. This event brings together the entire safety and security industry,
making up a comprehensive showcase of new developments relating to protection and prevention of
people, objects and sites. SICUR is an excellent meeting-point where all representatives of this market
come together.
The address of the project's website: http://www.savasa.eu/ . All visitors can contact the Consortium
through dissemination_savasa@ikusi.com mail.
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2. Use and dissemination of foreground
2.1. List if Scientific Publications
TEMPLATE A1: LIST OF SCIENTIFIC (PEER REVIEWED) PUBLICATIONS, STARTING WITH THE MOST IMPORTANT ONES

Permanent identifiers2
(if available)
NO.

Title

1

SAVASA Project @
TRECVid 2013:
Semantic Indexing
and Interactive
Surveillance Event
Detection
SAVASA Project@
TRECVID 2012:
Interactive
Surveillance Event
Detection
SAVASA - STANDARD
BASED APPROACH
TO VIDEO ARCHIVE
SEARCH AND
ANALYSIS

2

3

Main
author

Title of the
periodical
or the series

DCU
Ulster

TREC Video
Retrieval
Evaluation
(TRECVid)

Is/Will
open
access3
provided
to this
publication
?

Number,
date or
frequency

Publisher

Place of
publicatio
n

Year of
publicatio
n

Relevan
t pages

TRECVid
2013

National
Institute of
Standards
and
Technology

Gaithersbu
rg (USA)

2013

All

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes

DCU
Ulster

TREC Video
Retrieval
Evaluation
(TRECVid)

TRECVid
2012

National
Institute of
Standards
and
Technology

Gaithersbu
rg (USA)

2012

All

http://www.savasa.eu/publica
tions.php

yes

DCU

Workshop
on Image
and Audio
Analysis for
Multimedia

14th
Workshop

IEEE

Paris
(France)

2013

All

http://www.savasa.eu/publica
tions.php

yes

2

A permanent identifier should be a persistent link to the published version full text if open access or abstract if article is pay per view) or to the final manuscript accepted for publication (link to
article in repository).
3
Open Access is defined as free of charge access for anyone via Internet. Please answer "yes" if the open access to the publication is already established and also if the embargo period for open
access is not yet over but you intend to establish open access afterwards.
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Interactive
Services
(WIAMIS)
4

SAVASA: Archive
Search Based
Analysis Methodology
and Standards

IKUSI

5
Complex Event
Recognition with
Uncertainly
Reasoning
6

7

8

9

An information
retrieval approach to
identifying
infrequent events in
surveillance video
Interactive
Surveillance Event
Detection at
TRECVid2012
The Impact of Video
Transcoding
Parameters on Event
Detection for
Surveillance Systems
An Evaluation of
Local Action
Descriptors for
Human Action
Classification in the

Ulster

DCU

DCU

Demokrit
os

DCU

URSI
Conferences
Internationa
l Conference
of Machine
Learning
and
Cybernetics
(ICMLC)
Internationa
l Conference
on
Multimedia
Retrieval
(ICMR)
Internationa
l Conference
on
Multimedia
Retrieval
(ICMR)
Internationa
l Symposium
on
Multimedia
(ISM)
MultiMedia
Modeling
(MMM)

XXVII
Symposium

Internation
al Union of
Radio
Science

Elche
(Spain)

2012

All

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes

ICMLC201
3

IEEE

Tianjing
(China)

2013

All

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes

ICMR2013

Association
for
Computing
Machinery

Dallas
(USA)

2013

All

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes

ICMR2013

Association
for
Computing
Machinery

Dallas
(USA)

2013

All

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes

ISM2013

IEEE

Anaheim
(USA)

2013

All

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes

MMM2014

Dublin City
University

Dublin
(Ireland)

2014

All

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes
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10

11

12

13

Presence of Occlusion
Perspective
Multiscale Detection
and Tracking of
persons
Empirical
exploration of
extreme SVM-RBF
parameter values for
visual object
classification
Identifying and
addressing
challenges for search
and analysis of
disparate
surveillance video
archives
Action recognition
based on sparse
motion trajectories

Vicomtec
h

DCU

DCU
Ulster

DCU

14
Secure
Communications for
Mobile Verification
Platforms
15

Human Action
Recognition in Video
via Fused Optical
Flow and Moment

Demokrit
os

Ulster

MultiMedia
Modeling
(MMM)
MultiMedia
Modeling
(MMM)

Internationa
l Conference
on Imaging
for Crime
Prevention
and
Detection
(ICDP)
Internationa
l Conference
on Image
Processing
(ICIP)
Green
Terminals
for Next
Generation
Wireless
Systems
(GREEN-T)
MultiMedia
Modelling

MMM2014

Dublin City
University

Dublin
(Ireland)

2014

All

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes

MMM2014

Dublin City
University

Dublin
(Ireland)

2014

All

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes

5th
Conference

Kingston
University

London
(UK)

All

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes

http://www.savasa.eu/public
ations.php

yes

2013

All
20th
Conference

Melbourne
(Australia)

IEEE

2013
All

10th

edition

Publication
s 2014

Ilmenau
(Germany)

IEEE

Springer

Not
applicable

30

2013

2014

p.104115

http://link.springer.com/chap
ter/10.1007%2F978-3-31904117-9_10

No

16

Features–Towards a
Hierarchical
Approach to Complex
Scenario Recognition
SAVASA: Redes de
video-vigilancia
inteligentes,
interoperables y
semánticas

Hi-Iberia

Congreso de
I+D en
Defensa y
Seguridad
(DESEi+d)

1st Edition

Polytechnic
University
of Madrid

Madrid
(Spain)

2013

All

http://www.savasa.eu/publica
tions.php

2.2. List of Dissemination Activities
LIST OF DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

NO.

Type of
activities4

Type of
audience

Main
leader

Title

14 December
2011

Internationa
l

Medias

14 December
2011

Internationa
l

Civil
Society,
Other

Date/Period

Place

5

1

Press release

IKUSI

IKUSI leads the
European FP7
Security Research
project SAVASA

2

Web site

IKUSI

SAVASA project’s
website

Countries
addressed
Size of
audience

Not
applicable

Internation
al
Internation
al

4

A drop down list allows choosing the dissemination activity: publications, conferences, workshops, web, press releases, flyers, articles published in the popular press, videos, media
briefings, presentations, exhibitions, thesis, interviews, films, TV clips, posters, Other.
5

A drop down list allows choosing the type of public: Scientific Community (higher education, Research), Industry, Civil Society, Policy makers, Medias, Other ('multiple choices' is
possible).

31

yes

3

Poster

Hi-Iberia

Future Security
2012 Conference

04-06
September
2012

Bonn
(Germany)

4

Conference

IKUSI

XXVII Simposium
Nacional URSI 2012

12-14
September
2012

Elche
(Spain)

5

Presentation

Consortiu
m

Visit to Europol

03 October
2012

The Hague
(Holland)

6

Workshop

DCU/Ulst
er

TRECVid 2012

29-31 October
2012

Gaithersbur
g (USA)

7

Brochures

IKUSI

SAVASA project’s
brochures

15 January
2013

San
Sebastian
(Spain)

Other

Internation
al

8

Presentation

Ulster

Visit from US Office
of Naval Research

15 March 2013

Belfast (UK)

Scientific
Communi
ty, Other

Internation
al

16-19 April
2013

Dallas (USA)

Scientific
Communi
ty

Internation
al

26 April 2013

Belfast (UK)

Scientific
Communi
ty, Other

Internation
al

18-20 June
2013

San
Sebastian
(Spain)

Scientific
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2.3. Exploitation of Results
In order to exploit the generated foreground, partners completed and agreed an Exploitation
Plan. The purpose of this Plan is to establish the necessary operational actions and studies to
bring into market the results obtained in SAVASA.
SAVASA will have a direct impact on the consortium partners; it will reinforce their position in
the market and will permit the development of new knowledge in video surveillance services,
which is a strategic European innovation line and a research priority at EU level, as it is
indicated in the ESRIF Final Report.
According to the Study on the Competitiveness of the EU security industry, one of the major
expected evolutions of security solutions in the medium and long term is the development of
data fusion capabilities i.e. the ability to aggregate, filter and analyse very large data flows
coming from different sources such as video-surveillance cameras or other sensor categories.
The development of this capability translates into larger amount of information to be conveyed
through secure communication networks, which should be adapted to support this increased
data rate. The categorization and access to this information would be made through the
semantic data analysis (in the case of video surveillance systems, through the processing of
captured images).
Taking into account that both relevant documents indicated consider the video surveillance as a
key innovation in the security industry, it is expected that SAVASA will impact on improving the
technical and market positioning of the project partners.
IKUSI, as project coordinator (and big industrial company), will be in charge of exploiting the
SAVASA platform developed in the project. For this, IKUSI will put available for the Consortium
its expertise in the design, implementation and management of electronic systems and its
international market knowledge-infrastructure. IKUSI exports to over 80 countries, has 21 work
centres and develops projects on five continents. Its commercial channels encompass from own
subsidiaries in different countries with own network of local offices (Mexico, Australia, etc.) to a
dense network of distributors, agents and business partners. As commercial projection tools,
IKUSI uses, through its Department of Corporate Communication and Marketing services of each
of the operating divisions, the usual tools and products of the industry (general and specific
catalogues in different languages, fairs, targeted advertising, participation in congresses and
conferences.) and specific design actions on potential customers, such as special collaborations
in training programs.
Apart from IKUSI other Consortium partners are also interested in the exploitation of the
specific foreground obtained in the work packages or task where they had participated. It’s the
case of Hi-Iberia and the ontologies developed in WP4, complementary with its technical
expertise in the video semantic and multimedia area.
In order to regulate the exploitation process, partners have defined and signed an IPR
agreement that identifies the terms and conditions upon which they are willing to sell SAVASA
on the market. Although this agreement is a private contract between partners, the next points
summarize the main content of the document:
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The contractual type of sale envisaged by the partners is the licensing of the platform, in
order to always retain ownership of the same.



Each partner is free to act worldwide as licensor. In fact, no partner has the exclusive
right to sell SAVASA on the market. Nonetheless, Ikusi shall always be informed by the
relevant partners of any licensing initiative.



The scope of the licensing will be SAVASA – i.e. the final product of the project - as a
single product on which all the partners may claim a joint ownership. Partners remain
free to use the project results, in terms of modules produced/own by them, for internal
research and participation to other R&D project according to the terms of the IPR
management guide.



The initial term of the agreement shall be 5 years. After expiration of this time frame,
partners have expressed their interest to meet again and re-negotiate where and when
possible, the terms of the agreement according to the results achieved.



The agreement among partner regulating the remuneration of IPR shall make no
reference to services in which end-users might be interested in. This approach reflects
the impossibility to foresee the entire range of services the end-users may require, and
the ability of the relevant licensor to meet such requests. As a consequence, the sale of
services (e.g. maintenance, updates, upgrades, helpdesk, etc.) becomes a matter of
negotiation between end-users and the licensor.



The applicable law will be the Belgian one, in order to reflect the jurisdiction already
governing the Grant Agreement and the Consortium Agreement.

Finally, it is important to remember that the objective of the SAVASA project, as stated in the
DoW, was the development of a pilot that implements all the necessary functionalities in order
to meet the requirements defined during the design and specification phase. However, the final
version of the pilot, although it is useful to demonstrate results reached, needs a previous
industrialization phase before its commercial distribution. Therefore, the aim is to achieve a real
product from the final system generated in the project (from pilot to product).
With this aim the final platform will have defined an industrialization process before being sold
in the market. Although clients’ needs and requirements will mark patterns for this process, at
this stage a number of actions needed to obtain a solution that can be considered a marketable
product have been identified (adapt some events to the needs of customers or certain specific
sectors, integration with video surveillance systems used by the customer, procurement of cloud
services that allow market the solution efficiently and at a competitive cost, etc.).
The resources necessaries for the implementation of these adaptations will be financed through
the first sales of the product.
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